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Ed Funds: Bonds, Taxes
Not EnoughSweeney

CAN’T DELAY
Tuesday Secretary of Health,
Education and Welfare Abraham
Itibiroff and Sen. J. William Fulbright 11)-Ark.) told a senate committee that congress can no longer
afford to delay federal aid to editcation to provide needed classrooms and give teachers a status
above that of "full time baby sitters."
"The status of teachers in our
public schools is one of the most
disgraceful aspects of our society,"
Senator Fulbright said. ’They
have the responsibility for shap-

Dragonfly’s
Lower Jaw
To Be on TV
The trap-like lower jaw of a
dragonfly naiad will be magnified
86 times life size on area television screens this Sunday as part
of the Instructional Television center’s "Explorations" science education series.
The third program in the spring
series, "Life in a Stream or Pond,"
will feature Dr. Richard F. Thaw,
associate profesor of science education.
Robert Hassur, instructor in
science education, will moderate
the program, broadcast at 11:30
rim. on KNTV, channel 11.
’WOODWORKING’ SATURDAY
"Creative Woodworking." is tomorrow’s topic on "Perspective,"
the Speech and Drama department’s television series.
Aired at 11 a.m. on KNTV, the
show will feature Dr. Alvin R.
Lappin, associate professor of industrial arts and chairman of the
woodworking area, and graduate
student Everett Adleman.
PRODUCTION TRACED
The design and production of
an artistic piece of furniture will
Is- traced in detail by the cameras,
according to Richard 13. Elliott,
assistant professor of drama, pro(Meer of the program.
Student director of the Saturday
show is Darrel Oldham,

I’ll’’

Larger Fee Raise
Rejected by State
Now $12 Yearly
he.
Jy
iII

,ns

If.

A proposal for increasing state
college student fees over and
above those already ordered for
next year was rejected this week
by a Senate finance subcommittee
in Sacramento.
State legislative analyst A. Alan
Post recommended larger increases, to $76 per year for regular students and $39 per year for
limited students.
Material and service fees will
increase to $72 a year for regular
students and $37 for limited students next year, Glen E. Guttormsen, SJS accounting officer confirmed yesterday.
This will be an increase of $3
per semester for regular students
arid $1.50 per semester for limited students. Present fees are $66
and $34 per year respectively.
Student body card fees will remain $7.50 and $5 respectively,
Guttormsmen said.
Ile said he knew of no reason
why Post recommended the larger
increase.
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Wiard Report

si
it,
helerring to Pres. Joh’, I kennedy’s federal aid to Pti H., itpIl bill
now before congress, Dr. William
G. Sweeney, dean of the Division
of Education, said yesterday he
believes states are going to have
to resort to some other means of
raising funds for education other
than bonds or taxes.
"People are coming to a saturation point as far as their ability
to pay for education on a local
basis," he said.

Ski Conditions

attatt

cloudy through this utter
nooka with el:uttered puseible
’lowers. Southweet winds from
10 to tu miles per hour, derrerwing In lute afternoon. in.
termIttent it hid and ruin are
ening. Pusuisti CAP,Ctell this
’Jbiv clear suoirday.

RING ’ROUND THE MOON

- photo L. litsI.

By DAN PETERSEN
Assemblyman Louis Fri/116S 11/San Matew claimed Wednesday
that he has evidence of intense
communist activity at SJS and
five other California colleges.
Francis, who urged creation of
a legislative committee with a
$100,000 budget to seek out California communists, said he gathered his evidence against SJS
from "a couple of professors and
one student leader," on campus,
"and a couple of former communists in the San Jose area."
Additional evidence of "communist infiltration." came from an
anonymous letter and several telephone calls. Francis told a local
newspaper.
Francis asserted he was informed of one SJS student group
which was "infiltrated" by a small
minority espousing "alien philosophies."
ADMINISTRATION ANSWERS
In answer to Francis’ charges.
Vice President William J. Dusel
stated, "We too have received
’anonymous letters’ and ph one
calls warning us of communist infiltration, but we have not considered them as reliable grounds
for either an investigation or other action.
"On the contrary our faculty
and students seem unusually well
informed, active and loyal in the

hest American tradition."
Francis also charged that San
Francisco State, Humboldt State,
UCLA and Long Beach State were
areas of intense communist activity.
"But the real hot-bed of campus communism is the University
of California," the assemblyman
declared.
Francis introduced a bill Monday to "prohibit the indoctrination and inculcation of students
. . . in any form of communism,
socialism or the doctrines or tenets of any organization or group
advocating the violent overthrow
of the government."
CARMICK COMMENTS
Regarding the charge of SJS
communism, Edward S. Carmick,
assistant professor of Industrial
Engineering, said he knew of no
communist activity. "I don’t even
know of anyone who could be a
dupe of communists," he said.
carmick said, however, that the

Death Valley Trip

"Adolf Eichmann’s trial in Israel
is justifiable because of the educ-i
tional aspects it will bring out
said TASC speaker Lawreno
Hochman, assistant professor o’
physics, to a large gathering ,n.
students and faculty yesterday in
the cafeteria.
"It is necessary that the world
hear all the facts of the case so
that no Nazi regime will ever
again be established," Professor
Hochman said. "German youths
of today are not told of the atrocities of the Nazi regime, and the
trial will also be meaningful to
many African and Arabian Jews
who knew nothing about the era,"
he added.
DEFENDS SEIZURE
The method of Israel’s seizure
of Eichmann from his exile in Argentina was defended by Professor Hochman.
"Although Argentina has appealed the capture, my feeling is
that the seizure is justifiable because that country, under the dictatorship of Juan Peron. harbored
Nazis," he said.
The speaker also said that Israel
would not consent to Eichmann’s
being tried in Germany or before
an international tribunal.
"Israel is not about to let a
tribunal court handle the case
because many countries have,
themselves, been unfair to Jews,"
he stated.
RECENT OPPRESSION
Professor Hochman cited th.
United States’ immigration lam
Russia’s outlawing of the Zionist
movement and England’s closing
Palestine to the Jews after World
War II as examples of oppression.
Israel has no capital punishment laws: however, in 1950 it
parsed a Nazi collaborator law
which will enable the state to
execute Eichmann, if he is found
guilty, according to Professor
Hochman.

POPULATION TO DOUBLE
1 ON SCENERichard Rossomme as cynical Hugo looks on as his
Dr. Sweeney reported that the; aunt (Donna Stinecipher), center, and her companion (Maria
Wida), left, arrive on the set of "Ring Round the Moon." The
nation’s college population is explay opens tonight at 8:IS in the College Theater.
pected to double by 1970.
SJS has 4339 students working
for a teaching credential and issued 950 credentials last year, ac
cording to Dr. Sweeney.
Yesterday President Kennedy
was reported to have run into is
senate challenge in his effort to
keep parochial schools out of his
"Ring ’Round the Moon," a gay
The settings, lighting, and cosfederal aid program. The President
told a news conference Wednes- French comedy of manners by tumes are going to help immenseday that federal loans to private Jean Anouilh, opens tonight at ly. Dunn asserted. A display of
Students planning to go on
secondary schoolsjust like grants 8:15 in the College Theater’.
I authentic clothes from the period,
the Death Valley field trip with
--are unconstitutional.
which was donated to the Speech the Science department during
The play, wiitten in 1946 and
and Drama department, can be spring vacation should attend the
PREPARES AMENDMENT
translated into its present form
seen in the main lobby during the meeting held tonight at 7 o’clock
S.
Joseph
Sen.
In the meantime
by Christopher Fry in 1949, has
In 5142.
run, he added.
Clark, (D-Pa.) said he was prebeen described as "a fantastic
There is a possibility of vaparing an amendment to the adThe play will be presented again cancies, and interested students,
ministration bill that would make fairy tale."
tomorrow and March 15-18. Re- Who have not paid the $16 tuifederal construction loans availThe central theme concerns a
served seats may be purchased tion fee, should cheek at the
able to private schools.
"four-way love triangle" involving
meeting tonight. The field trip,
Sen. Norris Cotton, (R-N.H.1 is
from 1-5 p.m. daily at the box ofworth one unit of science credit,
urging congressional action on his a ballet dancer and a pair of twins fice at Fifth and San Fernando sts.
is being conducted by the West
bill which would return 25 per, who reside near Paris at the turn Prices are 50 cents for
students Coast Nature school.
cent of the federal cigarette tax of the century "during the decline,
1 and $1 general admission.
to states for use in education.
of practically everything."
"If federal aid is given," Dr.
DUAL ROLE
Sweeney said, "I hope states will
Richard Rossomme will play a
be allowed to exercise local autonomy in regard to tise of funds." dual role as Frederic, the shy twin.
anti Hugo, his selfish and cynical
; mt her.
NEW RUSSIAN SPACE FEAT
Bonds Lewis portrays the ballet
MOSCOW (UPI, Russia launched a five-ton space ship carrying
dancer and Anne Kissack, the
woman engaged to Frederic, who a dog yesterday, orbited it around the earth, and then brought it
back safely to a designated spot. The feat appeared to make the Soviet
is secretly in love with Hugo.
Others in the cast of 12 are Ben Union about ready to put a man in space and bring him back alive.
Moscow Radio announced that the space ship was launched yesShelton, Richard Ogden, Carolyn
Reed, Donna Stinecipher, Maria terday and, after it orbited an unspecified number of times, was reWida, Donald 1 Hughes, Bruce turned to earth "in the required area of the Soviet Union."
Los Gatos city councilman Lovelady, Cheryl Del Biaggi, and
last
explained
Donati
James E.
SOVIET SPACE TOTAL OUTWEIGHS U.S.
Alton Blair.
night how the proposed 23rd
WASHINGTON ’PI’
U
Yesterday’s Soviet space shot brings to
directed
is
being
production
The
"uneliminate
amendment would
13 the number of satellites put in orbit around the earth or sun by
Dunn,
assistant
in
C.
by
James
corporgovernment
constitutional
the supervision of the Russians.
ations" and the income tax, yet drama, under
The U.S. score is 38. But the total payload weight of American
Loeffler, associate
Elizalreth
Miss
budget
provide a national surplus
satellites is but a small fraction of the Russian.
of
professor
drama.
jobs."
and "create two million
The satellite and space probe summary now stands at:
lie spoke before an open meetTAUGHT DRAMA
Launched to date: U.S. 38, Russia 13.
ing of the Young Republicans.
Still in earth orbit: U.S. ’20, Russia L
Director Dunn, 28. said he took
the job as partial fulfillment for
In solar orbit: U.S. 2, Russia 2 including Venus probe launched
RESTORE INCENTIVE
his M.A. degree in drama. He pre- Feb. 12.
the
said
also
Donati
Councilman
viously taught drama at San LoLunar impact: Russia 1. U.S. none.
abolishment of income tax "will renzo high school from 1957-60
Still transmitting: U.S. 11, Russia none.
individthe
for
restore incentive
"Teahouse of the
directed
and
Retrievals from orbit: U.S. 4, Russia 2.
ual" to compete in private enter- August Moon" last spring for the
prise.
U. S. WILL STAY IN BERLIN
San Jose theater guild. Dunn also
Elimination of "bureaucratic and wrote and directed "Spartan RevelWASHINGTON (UP11-- Secretary of State Dean Rusk said yesforeign
as
socialistic wastes." such
ries." a musical comedy, presented terday that U.S. forces will remain in Berlin indefinitely and that
aid, farm supports, and govern- at SJS in 1956.
the world must understand that the American government is deterTennessee
ment projects like the
mined to protect the city and its inhabitants.
general,
more
that,
in
lie pointed out
Valley Authority would put
Rusk indicated that U.S. forces might be pulled out when there
two
The
smoothly.
money into circulation and allevi- rehearsals went
Is a general settlement of the problem of a divided Germany. But
of
director
problems
a
for
major
ate inflation, Donati said.
he declined to commit himself specifically on this point.
this type production is getting the
’AID HELPED RUSSIA’
actors to "work as a team" and
72 KILLED IN JAPANESE MINE
FUKUOKA, Japan rUPIIFire started ny an overheated air
"We have helped Russia more "play it seriously." he said.
compressor flashed through a coal mine yesterday a quarter of a mile
with our foreign aid than our"This is a sophisticated comedy.
selves." Donati stated, adding that The cast must play as an ensem- below ground. It was feared to have killed 72 miners in Japan’s worst
horalit
Ut
ional
It
coal mine disaster.
"there is nit cons t
ble, not as Individuals." Dunn addThe flames and thick boiling smoke trapped 91 miners, but 19
ity for foreign aid."
ed that, furthermore, "if it is
measthe
The councilman cited
played strictly for comedy the of them scrambled to safety through the flames and were discovered
amendlying exhausted and nearly dead. Rescue teams recovered 10 bodies
ure as "an anti-Communist
produetion will lose its impact."
but 62 men still were missing.
ment" because the "confiscation
govern1011 WORKING HOURS
of personal property" by
$1.25 WAGE APPROVED BY COMMITTEE
principle.
Ile went on to say that a total
ment is a Communist
WASHINGTON 1UN)- The House Education and Labor ComDonati, northern California of 105 working hours are going
mittee yesterday approved a bill to boost the federal minimum wage
chairman of the National Com- Into tonight’s production. "Ninefrom $1 to $1.25 an hour in two steps over 28 months.
mittee for Economic Freedom, pre- ty hours of rehearsal and 15 hours
The committee voted 19-12 for the measure, which also would
dicted the proposal would receive of actual showtime is quite a load
extend new wage-hour law coverage to 4,311,000 workers, mostly
enough support for passage by but time is one item which doesn’t
in big chain retail establishments.
seem to be a problem."
1963.

-Curtain Rises Tonig
O n Anouilh Comed y

world wire

Councilman Donati
Says Anti -Tax Bill
Will Bring Surplus

NO. 82

Investigation Urged

Assemblyman Claims Evidence
Of SJS Communist Activity

ing the minds anti heat
id our
children and yet they are retail till
by many as little newt, than lull
time baby sitters. They are woefully underpaid and overworked."
TREND ENCOURAGING
Dr. Sweeney reported that while
the trend in teacher salaries has
been encouraging the last few
years, several well qualified teachers are lost to industries and businesses because of financial problems.
"It is becoming increasingly
harder to attract college teachers
even from other public school positions," he said. "They even pay
more in other branches of public
education than they du in the college level."
Secretary Ribicoff, underscoring
the key provisions of the Kennedy
program on classrooms, teachers’
salaries and college scholarship
aid, emphasized that the "greatest
pressure" of need will come in the
next five years.

California State Automobile
Association reports eating Is
good to the Sierra Nevada. Skies
are clear except in Yosemite
%Imre snow Is expected. Clutter
are required on all major highways.

p rof

Hochman
Upholds Trial
E h
lc mann
Of

Advertising Talk
On Radio Sunday
of education and
careers in the field of advertisin,,
will be featured on Sunday
broadcast of "Showcase SJS," the
college’s student produced radio
show.
Charles Marshall, associate professor of advertising, will be interviewed on the "Career Forum"
segment of the program. "Showcase SJS" is heard at 9:30 p.m.
Sundays on KLOK, 1170 kc.
Chuck Logan and Sue Doerr
will report campus news on the
"So This Is College" part of the
broadcast, according to John Cailleau, program spokesman.

trend ef speeches on campus was
rather "discouraging and depressing." lie said he’d like to see a
group formed to present the "positive side."
Also answering the assemblyman’s charges was Dr. Mervyn
Cadwallader, assistant professor
of sociology. "If this is the beginning of a ’witch hunt’ the community at large should rise up in
protest of this attack," he said.
The Francis bill introduced
Monday also would bar teachers
from engaging in partisan political activities on campuses. It
would prohibit teachers from involving students in such activities.
"I’m not advocating thought
control or infringement of civil
rights," Francis said. The bill
would eliminate teacher led student demonstrations such as those
in San Francisco last May against
the House Committee on UnAmerican Activities,
BILL ’UNJUSTIFIED’
Commenting on the Francis bill,
James E. Watson, assistant professor of political science, declared that "This is an unjustified,
unwarranted and unnecessary attempt to legislate conformity."
Albert C. Brouse, assistant professor’ of political science, s a id
Francis "seems to be seeking publicity." The legislation, if passed,
would be impossible to enforce
Brouse said.

Dropouts End
Wednesday
"A student’s freedom to drop a
class without questions or penalty
ends Wednesday," warns Dr. John
W. Gilbaugh, dean of the college.
"After that time a class may be
dropped only when evidence can
be presented which substantiates
the fact that some serious event
has occurred over which the student has no control," Dean Gilbaugh pointed out.
If a student becomes ill, is involved in an accident, or some
similar complication, he may request a petition from the dean of
his division, Dean Gilbaugh stated.
Work problems or failing grades
in a class are not generally considered valid reasons for dropping
a class Dean Gilbaugh emphasized.
A student who drops a class unofficially will be assigned a failing mark for that course, he
added.
"The purpose for this regulation
is not always understood," Dean
Gilbaugh indicated. "It is designed
to require a student to complete
his scheduled classes so that his
ability to carry a normal college
load can be determined,"
--- -

4 Student Posts
Remain Unfilled
Three committee positions and
one ASB executive office are still
open for applications, according to
ASB Pres. Pat McClenahan.
Positions still open on the college recreation coordinating board,
the health services committee, and
a representative position is open
on the Founder’s Day committee.
In addition, the office of ASB personnel officer is still unfilled.
Applications for these positions
will be a ceep1 0,1 tinlil March 15 at
tM
Ninth st.

May Britt Stars
In Friday’s Flick
"The Hunters. starring Robert
Mitchum, May Britt, and Richard
Egan, is tonight’s Friday Flick
in Morris Dailey auditorium. The
movie screens at 7:30; admission
is 25 cents, according to Rod Dirtdon, senior class president.
Robert Mitchum plays a World
War II ace who commands a fighter group during the Korean war.
The backgrounds are authentic.
Especially notable are the aerial
photography sequences, Diridon
said.
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Editorial

Communists at SJS?

’Congratulations’
For Braden Stand

During the last ft-% %eeks this campus has been acutely
conscious of obvious confIcts between left-wing and right-wing
organizations and the so-called "party affiliations" of which each
group hat been branded a member of one or the other.
We refer to charges of communism and "McCarthyism."
Both factions are said to exist on this campus. However, both
"isms" are "label" words used by one group to express contempt
of another. These terms tend to be meaningless. Charges have
been carried to the state capital linking SJS with communism.
These charges are being hurled through capitol halls and carried in wire services to newspapers.
Picking up where local enthusiasts left offat least publiclyis Assemblyman Louis Francis (R-San Mateo) who has
asked for the creation of a legislative committee to seek out
California communists"especially in the schools," he said.
Assemblyman Francis, who has introduced several anticommunist measures in the legislature, said he has evidence of
Intense communist activity not only at SJS, but at San Francisco
State, Humboldt State. UCLA and Long Beach State. The evidence cited by him is hardly conclusive. He said his charges of
the "communist infiltration" are based on an anonymous letter
and several telephone calls. He also said he talked to a "couple
of professors and one student leader" from SJS and to a "couple
Of former communists in the community."
That can hardly be called evidence. Mr. Francis! For need
of a better word perhaps "rumors" would be more fitting.
Unqualified charges such as these can be extremely harmful
to the reputation of SJS as well as to the other schools, professions and individuals. And, considering the information cited,
the charges are unqualified and unfounded. Can it be that the
professors. the student, or the anonymous telephone caller obtains valid evidence? If this is the case, then we suggest that the
facts be brought before the public without delay.
We cannot help feeling that these accusations have resulted
from recent controversies stemming from on-campus speakers
brought here in the past and planned for the future. We have
said it once and we say it once againfreedom of thought and
discussion belongs here! Aside from being invigorating and challenging. it is our duty to preserve the privilege.
Furthermore, we invite Assemblyman Francis to visit and in-spect our campus with college officials, faculty and students. It
-could prove to be educational for everyone concerned.J.M.R.
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* RENTALS *
Electrics

Portables Standards
ALL MAKESALL MODELS
V Fully Guaranteed
V Rent to Own
No Deposit
V Free Exchange
LOW STUDENT RATES

MODERN OFFICE MACHINES CO.
124 E. San Fernando St.
Next to Cal Book Store
FREE PARKING

JUDD HAS IT!

CYpress 3-5283
Free Delivery

... Downtown San Jose

LEOTARDS and TIGHTS
By DANSKINS
LEOTARDS
SCOOP-NECKLong Sleeve
(Reg. or French Leg)
SCOOP-NECKShort Sleeve
SCOOPNECKCep Sleeve
TURTLENECKLong Sleeve
V-NECKLong Sleeve
ADJUSTABLE NECKLong
Sleeve(Reg. or French Leg)
HIGH ROUND NECK
Long Sleeve
HIGH ROUND NECK
Shod Sleeve
"SUN BACK"
Adler/able Straps

TIGHTS
or With"ALL PURPOSE"With
out Feet (most dancers use these)
"SUBURBAN TIGHTS"
(for sportsweer)
"MESH" TIGHTS (theatrical)
"SHEER" TIGHTS (stretch)
"MESH" HOSE (theatrical)
"SEMI -SHEER" Seamless Tights
"TRUNKS"

SIZES
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q
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The Two -Mile: A Portrait
What sport captures every emotion, eery inalute,tation of man?
It is not baseball, because baseball is a waiting gamewaIting for
the right pitch, waiting for a ball to be hit to youand man Is not
a patient organism.
Neither is it football or basketball. Both are team (mods played
with artificial props (balls, baskets, padding). Man is not naturally
a team-oriented being.
BALLS OF LEAD
It is not even all of track and field, because shot -putting, high
jumping, discus throwing, etc., are events requiring such props as
poles, balls of lead, rubber or wooden platters.
But someday, stay to the end of a track meet. Wait until the
sprinters are through; tarry until only a quartet of middle distance
runners remain, readying themselves for the mile relay.
Now, forget the relay. Notice the handful of men calmly waiting the starter’s gun. Most people miss the moment of the takeoff.
Then seconds later, some attentive spectator notices and announces,
"They’re running the two-mile."
Whether you know it or not, Mr. track watcher, you are seeing
the ultimate in college athletics.
Too often the two-mile is not close. Even then, it is somewhat
Inspiring to match strides in your own mind with the runner.
Yet, once or twice a year, the two-mile reaches its heroic
potential, as it did last week.
SJS’s best competitor is a skinny, crew-cut man named Charles
Clark, Mr. Clark is the national collegiate steeplechase champion.
Running next to him was a small, curly-haired man who bolted
Hungary during the 1956 Olympics when the revolution was hot in
his native land. He is Laszlo Tabori,
SEVEN MINUTES
For almost seven minutesfor a mile and a halfthe two
strode evenly, the more venerable Tabori a yard and a half ahead.
Then, as those who have watched him run before knew he would,
Tabori shot ahead suddenly at the start of the seventh (and next
to last) lap.
He led by 15 yards halfway around, but Clark drew even as
they heard the gun bark signifying the final lap.
Again Tabori charged ahead, but Clark was reluctant to follow.
The Hungarian’s arms pumped with the power and intensity of a
man digging a well to save his life. His cheeks expanded and collapsed as, undoubtedly, his lungs were doing deep within.
With 200 yards remaining. Clark leaned his splintery frame into
the wind and made the move the crowd had been waiting for.
He came hard at firstgaining a yard at a gallopand then
he inched away the difference. In a last dramatic lunge that stirred
the packed crowd to an ovation and then to a sigh, he failed.
No one seemed to care. They all knew why they had come.

Previous Letter’s Replies Prompts
Professor to Define ’Radical’ Term
des" castigated by Professors
Weed, Melendy, and myself in
Monday’s Spartan Daily has
risen in righteous wrath and
we’ve since been inundated by
poisoned tongues and letters.
Because our original comments
were in part garbled and in part
deleted, it is best that the record be set straight. I cannot
speak for my two colleagues, but
I am certain that they will agree
with my amplification.
The "radical" I wished to call
down is not the honest liberal or
the honest conservative. He is
the fanatic, the anti-American
who flaunts the false colors of
the 200 per cent American.
I am not flaying the honestly
conservative or the honestly liberal. I am attacking the extremists, right and left, both vocal
and both in our midst, who flamboyantly deny the most precious
American heritage: civil liberties. Jefferson was a libertarian
and so were Lincoln, Jackson,
and every other leader who
without exceptionwarrants the
stamp of greatness. They were
libertarians not because they
championed the causes of labor
or collectivism (many did not),
but because they championed
the cause of dissent and individualism.
To lump all to the right of
your position or all to the left
as dangerous and misguided op-

ponents is one matter. But to
threaten, whether directly or by
innuendo, all who would dare
question you is to sow the seeds
of totalitarianism. And the
American way, in practice and
above all in principle, is not a
totalitarian way. The American
way allowsideallyall to be
heard: the fringes right and left,
the anti -vivisectionists, anti -tobacconists, revivalists, fascists,
communists, crackpots, all with
whom we might differ. We are
asked not to agree with these
dissenters, nor to lend them our
ears, but merely to concede them
the right to speak out, short of
inciting riots, without fear of
repression or reprisal. This is
asking a lot, but it is asking
what is necessary.
I have been warned, quite seriously, that such a statement
will be suicidalthat the anti libertarians will brand me with
a label of some sort and haul
me before a committee. I am not
naive, but neither am I a radical.
I am, in fact, a card-carrying
republican. I am certain, too,
that the overwhelming majority
believe as I doand that they
will not prohibit the fanatics in
our midst, but will stand up to
them. They will defeat them by
attacking their Achilles’ heel
and their weapon will be logic,
Harold M. Hodges jr.
Associate Professor
sociology and anthropology

25Aliczaa PATTER

56 West Santa Clara St.
(Between First and Mkt.)
San Jose

Library Concert
Records scheduled today from
noon to 1 p.m. and 3 to 4 p.m.
In the library study room:
Handel: Israel In Egypt.
Mozart: Symphony No. 40
In G minor.

chow Slate
*

EL RANCHO DRIVE-IN i
SWISS FAMILY ROBINSON :
:Dorothy McGuire - James MacArthur*
plus
GOLD OF THE 7 SAINTS
41
Clint Welker - Roger Moore *
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GAY
I’M ALL RIGHT JACK
PLUS
THREE MEN
IN A BOAT

r

4:

SARATOGA
TRILOGY OF APU
Father Pachali AParajito
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WORLD OF APU
S Hour Show Storting 7 pm.

SPARTAN DRIVE-IN
Walt Disney’s
SWISS FAMILY ROBINSON r
Entered as second class matter April 24 :Dorothy McGuire James MecArthsr:
pluS
1934, at San Jose, California, under the
act of March 3, 1079, Member Califor
GOLD OF THE 7 SAINTS
nia Newspaper Publishers’ Assn. Pub. *
Clint Welker Roger Moore
liaised daily by Associated Students of
San Jose State College except Satur- 4,
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day and Sunday, during college year. II "MAN IN A COCKED HAT"
Subscriptions accepted only on
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Editor
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FOR THE COLLEGE GIRO

S.J.S. insignia on a lighter. . . Yours FREE with
purchase at . . .
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DtG7HOSE PANCAKES
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UNCLE JOHN’S PANCAKE HOUSE
1415 S. F., .f

1680 El Camino Real, Santa Clara

*

MAYFAIR
Admisl.
*"SWISS FAMILY ROBINSON":
Clint Walker in
* "GOLD OF THE 7 SAINTS"

Very likelyif you’ve taken it into your head to use ’Vaseline’
Hair Tonic! Downright heady stuff, this
made specially
for men who use water with their hair tonic. ’Vaseline’ Hair
Tonic is 100% pure light grooming oil
replaces oil that
water removes. ’Vaseline’ Hair Tonic won’t evaporate, stays
clear and clean on your hair. And just a little does a lot!

ALSO "DANCE GIRDLES" AND "MESH" MITTS

First NoIryml C.orp
lankernmard Chwele PM"

Illustrations by Thomas Elsner, assistant professor of art,
for a novel to be published this
spring, are being exhibited in the
Little Gallery, A114.
Displayed are the original
roughs presented to the author
and publisher of "Two To Make
Friends," written by Juanita
Pico Minium, wife of Dr. Edward
Minium, professor of psychology.
All of the illustrations are in
relief technique, either line cuts,
or wood cuts, or a combination
of each.
Professor Elsner, a professional printmaker for the past
nine years, is among 138 artists
showing his work in the Northwest Printmakers 32nd International Exhibition in Oregon.
Displayed is his wood block print
"The Academy."

EDITOR Flu, let ter is in
reply to Harold C. Stephenson’s
letter criticizing David Zucker’s
objection to John Gustafson’s
"irrelevant question." In Mr.
Stephenson’s letter, he seems to
imply a connection between
guts, patriotism and Mrs. Braden’s talk. It is this "connection"
between patriotism and Mrs.
Braden’s talk that I don’t understand.
Mr. Stephenson must think
this "connection" Is as obvious
as the connection between sex,
marriage and children, because
he only implies that a connection exists instead of being explicit.’ I contend that this connection is unique enough to require an explanation because
friends and acquaintances whose
judgment I trust do not see any
natural connection here. I, personally, have never heard anyone offer a coherent explanation
why anyone should be refused
the privilege of speaking about
the difficulties in the South even
if he were a Communist. At this
juncture in history we need all

do girls rush to your head?

NEW ONE PIECE FROM SCOOP NECK
TO YOUR TOES; LONG SLEEVES. ADULT
SIZES ONLY.

WE GIVE
BLUE CHIP STAMPS

Professor Exhibits
Book Illustrations

Is Patriotism Akin
To Integration?

the discussion we can get on
this
problem as well as on other&
I am even in favor of some
duplication of information in
order
to override the constitional
ilege of withholding information
we should know.
We cannot agree or disagree
with Mr. Stephenson’s logic
unless he can show how patriotism
is connected with the problem
of
Integration in the South.
R. Robert Olsen
ASB 14111

BILL at66041

for women, girls, toddlers

UNITARDS1

EDITOR - Mr. Stephenson
should be congratulated for
clearly defining the stand taken
by a certain group of individuals
throughout the United States in
his letter in the Thrust and
Parry two weeks ago.
When Mrs. Anne Braden spoke
on campus recently, her talk was
concerned with integration in
the South. A member of the
audience, at the end of Mrs.
Braden’s speech, yelled at her
whether or not she was a Communist. This raises the question
as to what communism has to
do with integration.
The answer to that question
is this: it is an attempt to label
any progressive or dissenting elements as being Communist,
Communist -front organizations,
Communist dupes, ad nauseum.
Another example of the same
tactic was when the Louisiana
legislative committee on unAmerican activities was ordered
by the legislature to investigate
Louisiana state university for
Communist activities, after several faculty members and students called for integration of
their school.
It is a very effective tactic to
squash undesirable progressive

elements by pinning the Communist bogey-man label on them.
What I can’t understand is
how a country can be "free"
without the ability of the people
to speak out against something,
to give a dissenting opinion
about a current state of affairs
if a person is so inclined. This
is such a blatant contradiction
of terms that I can’t see how
anyone could miss it.
William Pounds
ASR 11567

VASELINE HAIR TONIC AVAILABLE AT

SPARTAN BOOKSTORE
RIGHT ON
CAMPUS
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A ballet demonstration, featur- I
ling two SJS students, will be presented Sunday. 2:30 p.m., in Mont% c.rnery theater, civic auditorium.
Soloists include Vincent Figlia,
freshman music major and Ron
Watson, senior RE. major, and

’11
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7 p.m,
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iSHIRTS - PANTS
1 Cleaning - Fluff Dry
S
b
IRENE’S LAUNDRY 1
S 4th & E.
Clara
Santa

Savings up to $120 on automobile
insurance are now common for
married men under 25 years of
age with the California Casualty
Indemnity Exchange.
"Married men in this age bracket
are generally paying excessive
premiums for the degree of risk
involved," says George M. Camp.
bell, Spartan Representative for
the Exchange.
"We believe that e married Tan
with family responsibilities is a
more careful driver, and anuses
fewer accidents," said Campbell.
"Therefore, he is entitled to rates
for mature drivers."
For erample: A married man. age
22 with Bodily Injury liability
510/20.000, Property Damge
$5,000 and Medical $500 pays
about $157 a year with most insurance companies. With California Casualty he would pay
about $80 less $16 dividend, or
a net of $64 (bolsi’ on current
20 per cent distdood). Thus he
saves about $93 with the E. change. (Other coverages with
comparable savings).
Campbell declared that even unmen and women with
married
good driving records may save
over 20 per cent.
Call or write for full information
To George M. Campbell, 566
Maple Ave. Sunnyvale, REgent 91741 (day & rata).

Its

his wife Linda, former SJS stm
dent.
The demonstration, recent I
performed as part of the Youth
Concerts of Palo Alto, will be
danced by soloists and corps de
ballet from the San Jose Ballet
school, under the direction of
Dimitri and Francesca Romimoff. I
Performers will apper in a f
classical suite of dances to "Walpurgis Night," music from Faust.
and a modern ballet with a brief
plot of a football idol and his
teenage admirers to Kabalevsky’s
-1’omedians."
There is no admission charge.
The public is invited.

Presidio Features
Glee Club Tonight
Fifty inetnlars of the Men’s ;Ind
Women’s glee clubs will perform
al the officers’ club of the Sall
Francisco presidio for a West
Point reunion, tonight, at 9 o’clock
said Dr. Gus C. Lease, associate
professor of music.
The 30-minute show will include
the "Official Army Song," "West
Point Alma Mater," and selections
from "South Pacific" and "Carousel."
"Rigoletto" will he performed
by a male quartet comprised of
Dave Lindstrom, first tenor; Bob
Cunningham. second tenor; K en
Hunter, baritone and John McIntyre, bass.

I I LI

ni111 1..1 I.

I Ow .XrIt. Editor
A carnival conies to tosvii as
Orchestra. SJS dance group, performs "Carnival of the Animals"
in the third annual Young Peoples’
concert tonight and Sunday in the
Civic auditorium.
Three SJS musicians also will
be featured in the program Stephen Gebhart, cellist; Ricardo
Trimillos and Dick Woodruff, pianists.

A1S Celebrates
St. Pat’s Day
With Music, Dance

Performance Set

SPARTAN DAH.Tit

Friday, March 10. 1961

SJS Dancers
In Music Show

alld

Five SJS science professors will;
efend the Western Regional Con-!
ference of the National Associa-I
lion of Biology Teachers tomord
cow at Diablo Valley college, Concord. according to Dr. Matthe
Vessel, head of the Science Edo
cation department.
professors attending will be Dr., I
Vessel, Dr. John Harville, associate professor of biology and sc.
ence education; and Dr. John
"Shillelagh Shenanigans" is the
Rhoades, assistant professor of sci- I ,,Alcohol and the Human
Body" theme of tonight’s Associated Inrace education. Also attending are will be discussed by Alit. Lowell
dependent Student’s dance at
Robert Hassur, instructor in sci- Bradford, county director of the
Moulder hall. 3R5 So. 10th at. The
and Clifford laboratory
ence education;
of criminologists, Mon- dance is scheduled from 9
p.m. to
Schmidt, assistant professor of day in two televised lecture
ses- 1 a.m.
science.
sions of the Health and Hygiene
According to Gus Norton, social
Various teaching methods a nd department.
chairman of AIS, the dance is be.
presentation of class science maThe classes meet at 10:30 a.m. (iiritlgy.held to celebrate St.
Patrick’s
terial will be covered, according and 2:30 p.m.
weekly and view
to Dr. Vessel. There will also be lectures in TI155 on the closedNorton said the dance will he
circuit campus station, Dr. Estees open to the public and that the
Levine, assistant professor of dress is casual. John Orlando’s
TELEVISION
health and hygiene, explained.
band will provide the dance muGuarantee Service
Bradford has appeared as sic. with the Highway Men from
ivitness
in more than 600 drunk a local pizza parlor providing enJOE’S TELEVISION
driving court cases. He has had tertainment.
CV 7-3541
49 N. 10Th St.
extensive experience in experiCost of the dance is 75 cents
menting and developing the blood- per couple and 50 cents for singles.1
alcohol tests given for drunk drivIA 25 cents reduction is given tol
ing. Dr. Levine said.
ATS members.

A1NTS"

GIRL,
ightwith

CARNIVAL TIME

Eit.stern Kolo dances will highlight a series of Kolo parties beginning Friday at 8 p.m. in WG8.’
exhibits and demonstrat
((dThe parties are being sponsored
lowed by a tour of the college sci- by
the Kolo club, but all students
ence department’s facilities.
are welcome to attend, according
-- ----to John P. Blitz, club adviser.
No admission will be charged.

IN SON’

IRAL"Cf

Near -East Dances
Top Party Series
1;1t.t.k. 11LtligitriAti

ORCHESIS MEMBERS prepare selections for -Carnival of the
Animais- which will be presented in the third annual Young
Peoples’ concert tonight and Sunday. The concert, directed by
Sander Salgo, will be performed in the Civic auditorium. SJS
soloists will include Stephen Gebhart, cellist: Ricardo Trimillos,
Dick Woodruff, pianists. Dancers will be under the direction of
Mrs. Carol F. Smith, instructor in physical education.

Ch’Id Ed Club
Slates Dessert,
Speaker Tonight
Delta Phi Upsilon, national hi: wary organization of women 01,
joring in early child education. ill
hold its annual dessert tonight at
7:30 in the cafeteria faculty dining l’OOM.
Guest, speaker for the evenitw
will be Miss Virginia Opsvig Kerr
who will talk bn "Creative Puppetry with Children." Miss Kerr
has taught creative ptipPeiry cit
Stanford university and performed
in many theaters for children.
Tickets for the occasion can be
obtained at the door for St tn.
eats be reserved by phoning Miss
Linda Yamamoto at ES 7-4098.
All proceeds from the Dessert
e ill go toward buying children’s
books from lot Pign lands. The
hook s will be donated to the
Crumby-Devore book collection in
the Library.
Awards in the form of scholar’ ships e ill be presented to
outstanding senior :Ind junbtrIII
early childhood education.
The awards will be presented by
In-. Lowell G. Keith. head of the
Elementary Education depart ment

PERFORMANCE TONIGHT
The concert, presented by
San Jose Symphony orchestra, v
be performed tonight, 7:30, I
school groups who have made rii
sinus seating arrangements,
Sunday, 3:30 p.m., in a first-c. first -served basis. No charge be made.
"The Carnival of the AnimM
by Saint-Saens, is under the di
?ion of Mrs. Carol F. Smith,
structor in physical education.
’rhe choreography is origin:’
loy Mrs. Smith. Jerry Deliono

make prmjan. commentaries during the concert.
Artwork by public school students of Sim Jose and Santa Chtrry
County will be exhibited in conjunction with the concert.
The exhibit wilt be open to the
public tonight, 6 to Itt; tomorrow,
10 alit, to 5 p.m.; and Sunday, i
to 5 p.m.
The coyote can run much faster
titan an ordinary dog and is more
than a match for a dog of its
amt tvei.11’
f11.5.11
ire

eP.

il

I had it done of
1CAMPUS

/11111.11)HEN’S
program ha, been
logically planned for the child!,
lihnted interest Sfliarl." said I
Hartley r). Snyder, head of
music (lei,
ill Dr. Snyder
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across
Administration building
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TOM & LARRY’S
presents... HERM WYATT
SITE TIIMIAS RE:FiCIT.131, noted
vonductor.
Hal in a stroke. Wednesdav
in London. his’ vstHs

FOLK

CALYPSOS
CHAIN GANG

eakina.:5 ,
9/clap
5-hcp

SUNDAY

EVERY

9

p.m. -12

SONGS

p.m.

LIVE MUSIC & DANCING EVERY FRI. & SAT. NITE

TOM & LARRY’S PIZZA PARLOR

Corsages

1
Have a real cigarette-have a
Bouquets

CI 2-0462

SONGS

SPIRITUALS

1660 E. SANTA CLARA AT 2.44.h STREET

10th and Sesta Clara

CAMEL

Joan Moss will be the accompanist.
The vocalists are invited to join
the 300 officers for a prime rib
dinner, 7:30 p.m.

ON

Arrangements we-re made by
Miss Beverly Gaillard. special service and entertainment director
for the Sixth army.

MARCH
10, 13, 14
Representatives of California State Government
will be on Campus to discuss with Seniors and
Graduate Students employment opportunities In
State service, including the fields of:

cpieet
RESTAURANT
NAVAJO LOUNGE .
SAKERV. WEST SAN CARLOS AT SHASTA
SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA

cideey
ttPBELL AvENUF $ WINCHESTER RD.
sAFITBEU., CALIFORNIA

Accounting

SpiOey.1

Personnel and Employment
Correctional

A

Rehabilitation

e

Real Estate and Property Management
Forestry and Park Management
Vocational Rehabilitation

-412, g7elegier2yWEST COAST ARCHITECT

STS E. SANTA CLAM STREET
SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA

Statistical Research

cpivey’e

Insurance

GRANT ROAD & EL

"

AL

.-pit)ey
So

Civil Engineering
U.S. citirenaFip required.

MAKE AN APPOINTMENT
NOW
OFFICE
PLACEMENT
AT YOUR

A

Breasted Chicken to take home.
Let SPIVEY furnish Breasted
Chicken for your party. From
one order to a thousand.

SPIVEY’S
DRIVE-IN
RESTAURANTS

best smoke!
The best tobacco makes the
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Spartan Track Team in Relay Meet

rell1PEtts
is, It
a tie tiaton COWS into plain trance tomorrow as San Jose
St.ite’s varsity track team opposes
:t.inford and the Santa Clara Valley Youth Village in a relay meet
at Spartan field.
Coach Bud Winter has divided
his forces into six quartets for
the battle, with probably the best
representatives for the Spartans
in the sprint and mile relay foursomes.
The Youth Village, with a roster
of individual stars, has put together a combo of some stature
for the four-mile relay event. The
Santa Clara entrants in the longest race of the day will be Merle
McGee. Frank Wulftange. J i m
Ito.itty and Laszlo Tabori.
1.ittle identification of Beatty
and Tabori is necessary. Both
were on hand to register wins
last week as their club dropped
an 80-53 dual meet decision to
the Spartans.
McGee is an ex -Wayne state
runner who had consistently good
HEIR APPARENT to the dignified position of leading SJS sprinter
times for the Village last season.
is junior college transfer Dennis Johnson. Shown here leading
Wirlftange was, aside from an octeammate Willie Williams to the tape in the SCVYV meet, the
casional appearance by Charlie
Jamaican star posted fine early season times of 9.5 for the 100
Clark, the number one SJS mile
and 20.6 for +he 220. Johnson will anchor the Spartan sprint
I-nt ry in 1960.
quartets in tomorrow’s relay encounter with Stanford and the
INDI4Ns WEARY
Youth Village.
-- Stanford’s strength is questionable. Rich Klier is a fine competitor for the Indians but the
depth of the Palo Alto club is
You’re a natural wonder in
weak. Ernie Cunliffe. Bert Lundh
and Norm Lloyd are missing from
the strong Stanford distance crew
of last season.
San Jose’s sprint team of Dennis Johnson. Bart Finolio, Jim
Flemons and Willie Williams will
he shooting for the meet records
Vern Wolfe’s nosh track team of 40.8 in the 440 event and I:24.8
officially opens its 1961 campaign Mel’ the 880 distance. Both marks
today at 3 p.m. when it travels were established. by SJS at the
to San Jose city college for a meet inaugural meet held at Palo Alto
with the Jaguars and the College last season.
Any guy after the real goods (no
of San Mateo Bulldogs.
TWO MISSING
fair, no corn, no gizmos) gets the
The strength of the Spartababes I Absent from last year’s team
original, authentic natural look in
is still unknown, although several ’ are Bob Poynter and Bob Brooks.
HIS Post -Grad slacks. Lean and
of the squad members come with Unbeaten Dennis Johnson a n d
tapered to a fare-thee.well, these
enviable high school records.
stock Bart Finolio will take their
are the slacks other slacks try to
Leading Wolfe’s pack will be , places in tomorrow’s fray. Willie
look likebut seldom do. Smooth,
Bobby Bond, an all-around perpleatless front; pre-cuffed bottoms.
former from Riverside Poly. A
state high schol hurdles champion
At sour favorite campus store; in
of
selection
a wide and wonderful
in 1960, Bond participates in the
washable all -cotton fabrics and
pole vault, high jump and broad
automatic wash-and-wear Dacron
jump as well.
54.55 to $8.51.
polNester blends
Slender Ben Tucker is an outstanding 880 and mile prospect
who gave Spartan Charlie Clark
a good battle in the interclass
meet.
Pat Kelso. a recent transfer from
Bellflower. brings SJS point -getting potential in the shot put.
Bobby Simpson from Castlemont
high school in Oakland looks to
he Jimmy Omagbetni’s replacement as the frosh’s top sprinter.

Frosh
POST GRAD SLACKS Squad Opens
Year Today

Braun Paces Quintet
Tomorrow In Three Departments

Williams and It Flemons Morn
front the 11160 record setting quartet.
In the mile relay, SJS has u
comisinat Ion that Mil Id shat ter
the school mark before the close
of the 1961 season. The versatile
Williams will handle one leg of
the race with support from Don
Ramos, Bruce McCullough and the
omnipresent Flemons.
Ramos missed the Youth Village
duel because of illness but figures
to be a strong factor in co ac h
Winter’s optimistic outlook for
1961. The Sacramento ace toured
the quartet. in 46.9 in winning the
state J.C. championship two years
ago. McCullough is another J.C.
transfer who performed for San
J010 its the 440 and hurdles last
year.
He will represent the Spartans
In tne 400 meter
e esent, a.
added attract ion at tom orro w s
meet.
FIELD EVENTS
Strong competition is expected,
in the field events also. Making
his debut for the locals will be
discus thrower’ Harry Edward The 6-foot 8-inch, 240-pound giati,
will devote his afternoon hours
to hurling the disc, now that frosh
basketball season has terminated.
Edwards performed his specialty for Fresno city college last
year and eclipsed the national
junior college record with a throw
of 171 -feet. In limited workouts
this year. the big transfer has
unofficially registered a toss of
1113-feet.
Edwards will have strong opt-.
sition Saturday on all sides. Star.
ford boasts of Don Bell, a yers-.tile athlete who consistently hit the 160 mark. The Youth Village
Will counter with a strong pair
of plate throwers in John Ross
and Jay Silvester.
POLE POWER
The Spartan pole vault pour with four vaulters at or taxon Ira
14-foot mark, may he unchallenged
unless SCVYV veteran (k’orge Mat -

tors makes an appearance. The exSpartan and two-time Olympian
failed to show last week as Dick
Gear and Dick Kimmel, of SJS
delighted onlookers with an exciting dual.
Dan Studney, Winter’s javelin
prospect, will face his first real
test as he meets Art Batchelder
of Stanford. The Tribe. spear
thrower has a toss of ’230-feet
plus, a shade better than Studney’s top effort.
One event in which the meet
record is nut in jeopardy is the
shot put. Bill Neider established
an impressive zenith of 63-10 in
the initial meet last year.
In the high jump, Vance Barnes
returns to the Spartan squad, haying finished his 1961 basketball
chums. Coach Winter is hopeful
that the slightly built leaper can
return to the form which put him
over the bar at 6-9 last season.
The Youth Village will offer ex San Jose jumpers Es’r’ol Williams
and Henn Wyatt as opposition.
Both are consistently around the
r1-14 mark,

Frosh Golf
The toenhinan gall team -.tarted its ....aon in the right direrthrti Tuesday a, they defeated
Cabrillo college at almaden Gott
course. Toni Barber led all
.ders with a 75 through the
1....11 IS 1101.,.

t
Coach Stu Inman’s SJS basket8.4alt2espeiwcaersitusg:,..,,,,,1
eers, a virtual non -entity until next
sne
i
’
j
a
u
e
n
n
i
n
rebounds, sfalltl:leg I edarnosie:
season, left some ifIllieeliatiVe I de- tBoll a
fense) rind depressive (offence I
statistics behind them when they
dossed the 1960-61 campaign with s1e3co4Nonfonndr most
Brit 5m.4t :Gepwroekrilif"gic7ea. point get
ter,
an upset triumph over St. Mary’s tallying 179 for a 7.2
average.
Saturday night.
Bates was a close third with
174
The Spartans finished the season with an over-all mare of 11- for7rcGary Ryan led the Spartan reg,
14. and 5-7 in WCAC competition ulars from the foul line, convert.
- defeating every team in the ing 41 of 55 for a .746 percentage.
league except champion Loyola
HOME SWEET IRENE
and cross-town rival Santa Clara.
San Jose’s home court rapord
Inman’s charges held the oppo- was 6-4, opposed to a
dismal rand
sition to 50.2 points a game, while showing of 5-10. Their
high oftenthe Spartan offense netted an av- sive mark was
achieved twice
erage of 49.7.
, 74 points against Fresno State
in
BILL AND TOM
the season opener and against S
Best offensive performance Mary’siv.n.othmet closer.
perform.
against the locals was turned in
ehTevisneffo
bagged
82
Utes
The
Utah.
by
ances were against Santa Clara,
markers in waltzing to an 82-48 the nation’s defensive kings.
win. Additionally, their big piv- Broncos held SJS to 31 andThe
29
oteer, 13111 McGill, hit 30 digits for points after yielding them 42
in
the best offensive performance the teams’ first meeting.
against San Jose. Tom Meschery
was a close second, swishing 29
There is an Overeat) Oak
points in the second of three games in the Ouachita river bottomstree
of
with St. Mary’s.
Arkansas more than 16 feet in
Individually, center Joe Braun circumference and nearly
100 feet
paced the Spartans in scoring and tall -- the largest of its type
in
rebounding. Big Joe tallied 265 the United States
points for a 10.6 average, and
hauled in 176 rebounds for a 7.0
ii (I-rage.
BEST SHOOTER
, Braun also led the cold -shooting
San Joseans in field goal percentage. hitting 98 of 238 attempts

7i I
.(3«teria

Weekend Guests Welcome
At the

MOTEL CITY CENTER
.

. where they will enjoy

Open House

the ultimate in modern relaxation’

March 16, 17, 18

46 New Deluxe Units and Heated Pool.
Free TV and also Phones in Every Room.
King Sie lads and Family Units.
Special Rates to Students and Their Guedy.
Within Walking Distance of Campo:

Thursday 5 to 9 p.m.
Friday 2 to 6 p.m.
Saturday I I a.m. to 6 p.m,

SELF -SERVICE LAUNDRY

N

Real CLEAN Wash

SOUTH SECOND
AT REED

"BEST WASH"

CYpress 4-2995

8fh 1

E. Empire

Cordially Invites You
to See a Collection of
Unique Pieces of
Pottery by Joe Hawley
of San Jose State.

Open 24 Hours

THE GALERIA
131

E. William
San Jose

Isoi4

Dr. Frood has already ordered
9,652 "Remember How Great"
records. Don’t let him get
them all! Order yours NOW!

Golfers Play Dons
At Si Country Club

his.

SPORTSWEAR
S.
Rea,
Vaal en, /I

Sounds of golf balls being socked
into orbit will be heard this afternoon from the terrain of San Jose
country club, where the SJS var.
sity golfers will be initiating the
1961 season against the University of San Francisco.
The 1:15 match will be more or
less a test for Coach Walt McPherson’s crew because at the moment the team is plagued by a
lack of depth. Graduation claimed
last year’s ace Ron Ginn. and a
number of drop outs this year
have not helped the situation any
If the top six men, led by John
Lotz twho McPherson says is possibly the best golfer to play for
SJS since the days of Ken Venfurl’, can play consistently
throughout the season, they just
may make the other west coast
teams sit up and take not lee.

Get these twelve great original recordings
in one 12" LP albumfor $1.00 and ten
empty Lucky Strike packs! Hurry! Order this
fabulous album now! Here’s a real collectors’
itemthe original recordings of twelve musical classics together for the first time! Great
hits of swing, jazz and popular music magnificently reproduced by Columbia Record Productions on a 12" 331/2 LP. It’s an unprecedented
offer. Order your album right now. Just send
one dollar and ten empty Lucky Strike packs
(easier to mail if you flatten them) together
with the filled -in shipping label below to
"REMEMBER HOW GREAT," BOX 3600, SPRING
PARK, MINNESOTA. Here are the great songs,
great artists included in the "Remember How
Great" album:

RON NICHOLS
. . . 125 pounder

SJS Trio Battle
In Golden Gloves
Former Sit> Jose State boxers
!’.on Nichols. Charlie Brown and
Pete Benevidez return to the ring
.n the San Francisco golden gloves !
tourney starting tonight at the
Kezar Pavillion.
I Nichols, an NCAA champion,
will battle In the 125-pound ranks,
while Brown and licnevidez will
both compete in the 147 -pound
dy.

LOUIS ARMSTRONG
St Louis Blues
COUNT BASIE
One O’Clock Jump
LES BROWN
Sentimental Journey
CAB CALLO WAY
Blues in the Night
XAVIER CUGAT
Brazil
TOMMY DORSEY
I Dream of You

San Jose State Tour to Hawaii
only $301.00 per person
Departing July 23 by ship
The tour includes:
5 nights enrouteAmerican President Lines Tourist Economy Class,
7 nights at Waikiki Beach Hotel,
7 nights in Honolulu.
*erten-ions of ’fay available.

FLY HOME Pan

For information,

St. Claire Travel Service
74 W. SAN CARLOS

eenthng

CY 7-1700

or

cnerk

or money older. fneae orpetne In ’Retnernbef Mew Gn.i!

SHIPPING LABEL
Mao-

"Remember How Great"
P.O. Box 3600
Spring Park, Minnesota
TO
YOUR NAME

Maine VOW MAW AIM

STREET
CITY

reservations and deposit. call

119111111e,

To get "Remember How Great" album, enclose and mail II.00 and 0
empty lucky Strike plat, together with fined in shipping label. KrJue
Onnt cleerly. Orders received after May JI, 1961, .11 not be hOnOrel

Also included in price are transfers, Luau, sightseeing trip,
and outrigger canoe ride.
American World Airways Jet Flight

Start planning your Hawaii Tour now!

EDDY DUCHIN
Stardust
DUKE ELLINGTON
Mood Indigo
HARRY JAMES
Cctibcrcbcn
ANDRE KOSTELANETI
Night and Day
MARY MARTIN
My Heart Belongs to Daddy
DINAH SHORE
Buttons and Bows
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Will Mick Realize His
)owerhouse Potential?
By FRANK CRACOLICE
baseball’s best
He may not be
baseball’s most
still
he’s
but
mantic figure. He may not (the
realize his
perts say he won’t)
there’s so
then
potentialbut
it
realized.
ieh potential to be
ball five
He may not hit the
(total’ in five times at bat
se’s liable to smote it 500 feet
th one swing of the bat.
He is a hydrogen bomb (just as
nnantjust as powerful) among
rpedoes.
MYSTERIOUS
His name is Mickey Charles
antle, and he has the same mysnous effect on baseball fandom
w that he had as a wholesome
(sn-age strongboY when he enterthe scene in 1951ten years
o.
When Mantle ties into a pitch
,d gets most of his power beit --well, let St. Louis Cartat announcer Buddy Blattner
y it.
Describing a long clout by Mick -

ey, Blattner quipped: "Folks, lb..;
would make a good drive Sunila.
afternoon in your automobile."
The trouble ismost fans agree
that
Mantle is not prolific
enough with his prodigious drives.
He is too unpredictable, undependable and inconsistent.
ACHILLES HEEL
If Mantle has an Achilles heel
and what mortal hasn’t it’s
possibly that he has too much
physical ability for his psychological self to cope with.
Mantle is gifted with enormous
strength; he is swifter afoot than
any of his American League contemporaries: he can throw well
enough to be rated with the top ,
ten outfielders in the major I
leagues in this category; and he
can swing a bat from either side
of the plate (though some say he
shouldn’t). He can’t give them all
equal time.
For Mantle, the choice between
hitting left-handed or swinging
from a right-handed stance must
be somewhat like choosing between Liz and Marilynthough
not as pleasurable.
ALWAYS EXCITES
When Mickey swings for the
fences and ball fails to meet bat,
he is human enough to stir disappointment among his fans and hurrahs from the opposition; but he
is majestic enough in stature to
cause excitement among both
camps.

FIAT
Pre-Spring
lying Opportunity
Italian Leader

Sets Lowest
Prices Ever
for brand new
nodern top name
automobiles

$1034
FOR MODEL 500
3tk) sport, Bianchina,
Rianchina Sport

But though he is unique in his
ability to switch from side to side,
his ability seems to diminish from
the left-handed side. Though Mickey will agree with those who converse with him on this point, he
shows no inclination to divorce
his left-handed efforts.

MODEL 600 SEDAN
Slot roof, Multipla S/VV

BETTER RIGHT-HANDED
Mickey’s pride seems to prohibit
this. He’ll look at the figures that
clearly point out his right-handed
superiority, acknowledging them,
but that’s as far as it goes.

kr model 1100 4-dr. sad.

In 1960 Mantle hit .276, fanning
125 times. Mickey hit a strong .349
from the right side, with 14 home
runs in 149 at bats. He fanned 27
times.

$1230"
$142000

Other Outstanding
Values In All
Fiat Models
,o^do-1 Worrary.

Never Before At Such
Attractive Prices
’s..g.rsred prices, port of entry
California.

EL GATO
Import Sales
FietAlfa RomeoLancia
Ow eras. till 6:30. till 6 on Sun.

291 E. Main St.
LOS GATOS
EL 4-4700

From the portside, the Commerce Comet was "something
else," as the wierdniks are wont
to say. He hit for an enemic .247
average, with 26 home runs and
98 strikeouts in 380 trips plateward.
As Shakespeare said (Sam
Shakespeare, the plumber), "maybe it’s time for a change."
GENERAL AUTO REPAIR
SPECIALTY
Powerglide
Hydramafic
Special Student Rotes

A & M Auto Repair
456 E. San Salvador

CV 5-4247

MAJOR LEASUE

* PEEIV’ON
By ToDI) PHIPEtts

No. 4 White Sox
Chicago’s White Six introduced

Friday, March 10, 1581

/SPARTAN DAILVX

Swim Team ’’Renew Rivalry at 7
Tangles With Broncs/

Spartans Vie
CThae fbreshrmia/nIsowimnFilin?tre! At m
unicipal Tonigh t

a pair of innovations to the Ameri- will be out to splash its w ay to
can League in 1960: ii They wore an even record tomorrow after-

Coach Ed Sobczak’s Spartan
including lour losses in it low.
uniforms which made it possible noon at 2 p.m. in the Spartan baseballers
who barely know
Santa Clara had the edge on SJS
for the man without a scorecard pool against Cabrillo college.
what it is to win and Paddy
in 1960, winning two out of three
After winning the first meet of
to tell who was who; 21 They
Cottrell’s Santa Clara Broncos-played second fiddle in Comiskey the season against Bellarmine high who don’t know what it is to lose contests.
park to a multi -thousand dollar school, the SJS first year men have renew their diamond rivalry toThey could be just as rough this
scoreboard that looked like a king- since lost two successive meets to night, crossing bats at 7 at Munici- campaign. Besides the potent atsized pin-ball machine and Univac Santa Clara and Menlo-Atherton pal stadium.
tack, the Broncs’ hurling staff has
high schools.
rolled Into one.
The highly-rated Broncs boast allowed just six hits in 18 innings.
BILL SCHAEFER
But,
even
though
they
had
their
Breaststroker
Phil
Witton
will
two
victories
over
San
Francisco
. . . number one
names emblazoned across the be leading the swimmers as he State, 8-1 and 8-2, in their only
backs of their jerseys, even though has been churning the water even outings this campaign.
BEATNIK’S LAMENT
the scoreboard shot off rockets faster than the varsity men in
The Eve LONDON (UPI)
400
CLUB
with each White Sox home run, practice.
ning Standard told this beatnik
They
will
field
an
all
sophomore
even though they led the league in
story:
ry: First beatnik: "Like I had
Dave Corbett and Pete Segues
hitting, fielding and double plays, will be competing in the freestyle Infield in Ken Flanagan (1B).1 great emotional experience yesJohn
Giavonola
(2B),
John
Bocaa
the Sox finished third-10 games race with Sagues doubling in the
terday.
back of the flag-winning Yankes. butterfly. Gary Ballard will also belle (3B) and Ernie Fazio (SS),
Second beatnik: "What was it,
all
of
whom
bettered
the
.400
batPITCHING WOES
man?"
compete in the butterfly. Hems ting mark when leading
Butch Krikorian’s varsity tennis
last
year’s
The main reason for Chicago’s Rudlock provides the team with an
First beatnik: "A bath’
team suffered its first setback of sad finish was the failure
Bronc frosh to a 23-4 recordbest
of Al
1961 yesterday afternoon when vis- Lopez’ pitching staff. Right-hand- individual medley entry to round in mission town history.
iting Redlands utniversity dumped ers Bob Shaw and old Early Wyin, out the top five men.
Fazio is current leader of the
Sharing the same problem of a
the Spartans 7-2.
counted on for 40 wins between lack of depth with other spring SC power brigade. Ernie hit homThe loss left SJS with a 2-1 them, produced only 26. Pleasant
ers in each of the SE’S contests.
mark in dual matches going into surprises were southpaws Frank sport teams, the freshman swim- Bocabella, one of the best preps in
mers
will
be
depending
very
much
today’s encounter with the St. Baumann (13-6) and Billy Pierce
San Francisco history, has six hits
Mary’s Gaels at Moraga. Top- (14-7). But they weren’t enough on the top five men to provide the in nine trips, including a homer
Spartans
with
firsts
and
seconds
seeded Bill Schaefer of San Jose to carry the Sox down the torrid
and two doubles. Fazio has driven
suffered his first defeat of the stretch run, when N.Y. won 15 throughout the season.
in six runs already.
season when he dropped a 6-2. 6-1 straight.
WILLIAMS HURLS
game to Ron Pelton of the visitors.
the old Style
Chicago’s hopes for getting back
Right-hander Dick Williams is
(no machinury used/
Gordie Stroud, playing in the the championship that was theirs
slated
to
open
on
the
mound
for
second spot, and Larry Willens. In 1959 are largely dependent upon
’ SPAGHETTI
the Broncos, with Ned Brown beplaying number four, were the how much the pitching situation
Meat Ball Dinner
hind
the
plate.
&
only Spartans to gain victories. improves, and possible shortcomThe outfield will have F. X. McStroud remained unbeaten in sin- ings at third base and behind the
Hotshots, led by new intra- Lellan in left, Larry Kaaha in cengles play with a 6-4, 6-4 win over plate.
mural scoring leader Jim Williams, ter and Mickey McDermott in
Bill Smith of the Bulldogs.
STRICTLY SOUTHPAW
took command of the American right.
Willens edged Rich Elliott in a
Lopez will enter the 1961 pen- league pennant chase Wednesday
Right-hander Dave Turnbull will
marathon match, 6-3, 2-6, 6-3. But nant chase with more left-handed night by defeating
Berti’s 5, 43-36. likely start for the Spartans, who
the Santa Monica transfer aggra- front line pitching than any other
2687 STORY ROAD
The previously unstoppable Ber- have lost six times in seven games
vated a ligament injury and will team in the league. Besides Bau- ti’s 5 was
at last stopped with its
be lost to the squad for the next mann and Pierce, he will have big gun, Frank
Hendricks, siweek.
available for starting duty Herb lenced. Hendricks netted only 12
Lee Junta, Stinson Judah and Score and Juan Pizzaro. The for- points, allowing
Williams to move
Stewart Jones were the other SJS mer is still young enough to make into the
number one position.
competitors to fall in the squad’s a comeback. Pizzaro appears to
for
COMFORT
Hotshots’ league domination
CONVENIENCE
first setback. Redlands completed have all the natural ability neces- doesn’t
appear too well secured
FRIENDLY
SERVICE
the 7-2 rout with victories in both sary to become a big winner. Lo- with the emergence of a second
MODERATE RATES
doubles contests. Pelton and Smith pez will have to find out. Gerry respectable
contender, Grid Trotbeat Schaefer and Junta. 6-4, 6-4, Staley will again bulwark the re- ters.
DRIVE-IN GARAGE
CYpress 4-9404
and Ron Sandys and Chili Earl lief corps, with Turk Lown backGrid Trotters had a difficult
FREE OVERNIGHT PARKING
FIRE PROOF CONSTRUCTION
top
Stroud
and
Wilcombined to
ing him up. Cal McLish, back in time defeating winless Alpha Phi
TELEVISION BANQUET ROOMS
Ralph G. CaldweII, Manager
lens, 6-3. 6-3.
FOUNTAIN
more familiar circles after a year Omega 44-37, but the consistent
COFFEE SHOP
in the NL, will bid for a starting scoring of Chon Ghallegos and Ted
role.
Byington make the footballers
OUTFIELD STRONG
Son Jose, California
tough to handle during the offSouth First St. at Son Antonio
The outfield boasts strength season.
with Minnie Minoso (.311), the
The National league is developia75- iessji si-neRrpacnIVPJ MPS" Isit!.0111
ageless wonder in left, fleet Jim ing into a three-way race with two
!’"’
Landis (.253) in center, and Al other teams well within striking
Smith (.315), a strong comebacker distance.
America’s Most Beautiful Hofbrau
The Ski club is planning a trip last year, in right.
Wednesday night, Gamma Phi
The infield is settled at thee po- Hashers bounced Newman Club 38to Soda Springs this weekend
where they will stay at Hoyfellet sitions. Roy Sievers couldn’t be 27 and Boostan Iran won an easy
moved off first base with a war- one from highly rated Beachlodge.
Cost is $17 for members, $19 rant from the windy city police combers 38-25.
SUNDAY
for non-members, according to after his fine 1960 production
Both teams work a balanced ofthrough
Nancy Steger, publicity secretary. .295, 28 home runs and 93 RBI’s. fense with no one man doing any
Die Rhinelander
THURSDAY
At second and short, Nellie Fox accelerated scoring.
The fee includes transportation,
Untouchables kept within one
food and lodging. Sleeping bags and Luis Aparicio form what must
Band
Wanda
must be taken, as bedding will not be termed the best combination in stride of the leaders as they
Baughn
the league. Fox hit .289 last sea- bombed AFROTC 75-42. Untouchbe provided.
Fri. & Sat. Nites
1,
and Her Piano
Skiers can sign up and pay their son, a disappointing yearfor him. able top point maker Bruce Bergfees in the Student Activities busi- Aparicio hit .277, a high figure for man has his most productive evehim, and stole 51 basesmore than ning, connecting for 19.
ness office, TH16.
garden City llottrau
Other National league scores:
The rhartered bus will leave at twice as many as his nearest com51 So. Market
CY 7-2002
6:30 Fita.y night from S. Fourth petitor (Landis, 23). He undoubt- Olympians 45, Wilsons 33; AID
#2 36, Allen Hall #2 32.
Yt/ \l’cl sr \fii ’,175t7ix7iT71riV is7i 7"
at., in front of the Science build- edly is at his peak.
NTrYltcar
(-ore%
At third, the Chicagoans are
ing.
hoping for a lift from rookie Joe
Martin, a left-handed swinger who
hit .285 at San Diego in 1960. Vet- ,
NATIONAL LEAGUE
eran Billy Goodman will be around
STANDING
to help. Sam Esposito is in reserve.
TEAM
W L Incumbent Gene Freese left to
(San Jose’s leading diamond store for sweethoar..
L Ganuna Phi flashers 4 0 make room for Pizzaro.
Iran
2. Boostan
4 0
CATCHING SHALLOW
3. Untonehables
3 0
Aside from Sherm Lollar, Lopez
4. AID #2
3 I has no catcher on whom he can
5. Bencheamlwrx
3 I depend. Indeed, one wonders if
R. Spartan Daily
I 2 the senor can count on Lollar anyl
7. Allen #2
1 2 longer. Big Sherm hit .252. with
R. Olympians
1 3 seven homers and 46 RBI’s lain
9. Wilson’s
0 3 year --hardly imposing figures. But
10. Newman Club
0 4 Chicago will likely sink or swim
II. AFROTt
0 4 with Lollar. There is little to back
AMERICAN LEAGUE
him, save another unproven rookie,
STANDING
Carrillo Carreon. One wonders,
TEAM
W L about what Bill Veeck is thinking I
I. Hotshots
4 0 when he traded off Earl Battey1
2. lipid Trotters
3 0 and John Romano - both better
at
3. AID #11
1 than old Sherm at this stage of the
12 S. First St., S. J.
4. Reigns 5
2 1 game.
March 9 to March II
The
5. Allen #1
I I
On hitting and speed, the Whitel
March 9, 6 In 9 p.m.
Eloquent
G. (’urator%
I 2 Sox look like a contender. On lark
March 10 & 11, 9 a". to 6 p.m.
1 2 of right-hand pitching and holes ’
Oval
7. Internationals
R. Army ROTC
1 2 at third and behind the plate
9. Ti’ Place
I 2 they don’t. From here they look
a breathtaking collection of diamonds valued at over
In. Alpha Uhl Omega
0 3 like 1-2-3 caliber, with the latter
It. Markham Hall
0 3 most likely. I.e.
$350,000 in a wide variety of cuts and cizes displayed

SJS Netters Lose
7-2 to Redlands;
St. Marys Next Foe

PIZZA

Hotshots, Hashers
Top Mural League

$L25

HALF MOON
RESTAURANT

SAN JOSE’S POPULAR
DOWNTOWN HOTEL -

MONTGOMERY HOTEL

Skiers Plan
Weekend

Old World Charm in Dining
Authentic Bavarian Food
Music Every Night
t..
-44

Mural Standings

Paulo

JEWELERS

Invites you to Its

DIAMOND
FAIR

Two approaches to the
"man’s deodorant" problem
if man doesn’t mind shaving under his arms, he will probably
Find woman’s roll-on satisfactory. Most men, however, find it
simpler and surer louse Mennen Spray Deodorant. Mennen Spray
was made to get through to the skin, where perspiration starts.
Are! made to work all day. More men use Mennen Spray than any
60C and $1.00 plustax
’ o deodorant. How about you?

YOU MUST TRY
One of Our Taste Tempting
Combination Plates . .

REACH FOR NEW MENNEN

# 1
Tostada
Enchilada

SPRAY DEODORANT

Rice or Bean%

AT YOUR FOOD STORES

Salad

Serviced By

OREA_CLARKA
HEALTH!, BEAUTY AIDS

Where else but
driee

tt 2
Tamale
Taco
Rice or Beans
Salad

They’re Only

:44 7’aco4

75c

4th & ST. JAMES

cee
Witt

by gorgeous models, narrated by fashion coordinator
Darlis Carle, former Miss Santa Clara County
diamond pendant. This beautiful diamond
worth $495, will be presented free to some
lucky
falr. visitor. To he eligible yntr nr,rd only attend the

a 1/2 carat

pendant,

Vipill

to the’ very latest ttyles in diamond ringacinmant anri
wedding rings. Individualistic and modern as well as traditional

favorites will

Paul’s Jewelers

be

displayed. Gowns by J. Silber.
’7 5 Pirst St
Li
’ 0920

ntss.v

IN --AP MT

Deadline Monday For 0.1. Signups

RECORD SUB PROTESTED

Friday, March 10 19C1

Occupational Therapy maim.; to take during the fall sen,..
Must sign up by Monday in NB announced Miss Mary Bouo,
420 tor O.T. classes they expect lcupational

Still Time Leff For Coeds
To Join Extramural Program

rn., Miss Helen White,
Volleyball- Monday, WG23, 6:30
iii,NIct by ttie
P.R. de- p.m., Miss Betty Truter.
partment, according to Mrs. Mai y
r ;illicit publicity chairman.
Year’s Party
winnen should be
i next meeting of the
Iranians
SJS students are invited to help
,ii the location listed below.
Badminton Friday, 1:15, WG23. bring in the Iranian New Year on
Saturday, March 25, at a party in
Dr. Helen Clark,
Golf
Friday, 2:30, Hilhiew the Sainte Claire hotel, accordgolf course. N1rs. Alice Reynolds. ing to Mehdi Shaken, chairman
Synchronized swimming -- pool, of the local event.
Tickets will be available at the
7 p.m.. Miss Lois Kruger.
Tennis- -Monday, Backesto park. door at a cost of $3 per couple.
Starting at 8 p.m., the party will
feature Joe. 1..1 fiarktra’S dance
band.

FacultyWivesMeeting
rumity wives and men liii

Attrnirylilitt 1,, ii
inclUileS all witlergradioite
11,
bands will bold
at the Los (halos lodge Friday at writs and certificate taziloc,
I
().T.
7 p.m.
Guest speaker will be James
Education
Day, of the Hay Area
$ FRESHEST DONUTS
Televlshm assn.
Reservations for the dinner may
72 Varieties
.Ilie purchased by contacting Mrs
Julius Menendez, CH 3-7207; Mrs. f, Gingham Girl Donuts
Wesley Goddard, EL 4-4695; oi
i 7 So First
CY 5.9q
"7-1!7-41
Ge.)ive Cochern

’61 Now
Slated by

St. Thomas Chapel

Job Interviews

Wt....46HW SERVICES
,UNUAT

am.

and LENTEN WORSHIP
,Inisd,3y
7 to 7:30 p.m.
PARry
-HARVEST OF THORNS"

Campus Christian Center
300 S. 10th at San Carlos
NATIONAL LUTHERAN COUNCIL

WiSTMINSTER
PRESBYTERIAN
CHURCH
The Alameda at Shasta
CY 4-7447
Sunday Services
9:30 & 11 a.m.
7:00 p.m.

WEEK-END
REDWOODS

SCTA To Hold Banquet Tonight;
Chris Phillips Ilew President

Note. Interviews are held in the
A Student C’alifornia Teachers
Placement Office, Adm234. Appoint- , assn. banquet. honoring past offiment lists are put out in advance of the eels and introducing new leaders,
interview end students ere requested will be held tonight at 6:30 at the
to sign up early.Ed.
’ Red Barn, 12ti8U S. Monterey rd.
j The banquet will feature speakMONDAY
’ ers and entertainment. All memDemerol Electric Credit corp.
lhers and interested students have
interfor
will conduct interviews
been invited to attend, according to
administration
maested business
I Chris Phillips, SCTA president.
1 kir&
’Tickets costing $2.25 may he purKaiser Steel corp. will intei view
1chased at the door,
’students majoring in electrical enoption,
power
with
a
Igineering
plus industrial and mechanical engineering majors. Industrial technology and metallurgy majors will
also be interviewed.
cuigutePaimulive co. will interview students majoring in marketing and business administration
and other related fields of study.
Procter & Gamble Manufacturing C4). will interview chemical, mechanical. electrical and industrial
enginering majors, plus business
administration and chemistry majors.
Personnel
State
California
board will interview real estate,
personnel, accounting and management majors.

DON

MOOMAW

$10.00
Registraficm
WEDNESDAY

Ring

Round

the

Moon

By Jean Asuman

A Speech and Drama Production
Runs Tonight, Sat., and 15th fhru 180
BOX OFFICE 5TH & SAN FERNANDO
OPEN 1-5 DAILY

, ",

$1.00 GENERAI
College

50c SJSC STUDENTS
Curtain 815 p.m.

1022 CHANCES TO
WIN TINTER NOW!

169,0

drfrylir
1:411.7Ait,
Aril,’ 4p.
oar?4:
Ligt
41.41 Cze.

EE PST

$40,000. FIRST PRIZE

t’riday Flicks, "The Hunters, I Morris Dailey auditorium, 7:30
p.m., 15 cents.
SUNDAY
Newman club, communion breakfast, speaker; Dr. James Thornton,
professor of secondary education;
Newman hall, 10 a.m.
MONDAY
Junior clam, meeting, S142, 3:30
p.m.
Sophomore class, meeting, CH
1149. :130 p.m.

I.

MIN. Francesca Reyes Again,i
superintendent of physical educii
lion for the Philippine islands.
will demonstrate Philippine folk
dances today in Dr. Jessica Nixon’s class, PEWS, in WG23, beginning at 12:30.
Interested students are welcome
to come in and watch the demonstration, according to Mrs. Mai
Gilbert, publicity chairman.

HURRY!

. Opening Tonight

0
0

Philippine Dances
Demonstrated Today

New SC‘TA officers are: Chris
Phillips, president; Bonny Perry,
vice pi esident; Madeline Bryant,
treasurer; Sue Nankervis, seemtary; Sandy Grist, historian; Jim
MacKenzie and Jan Riley, memhers -at -large.
Scheduled for March 18 at San
Francisco state college is the
Northern California Piofessional
conference to discuss the problems within the teaching field.

Spartaguide

MARCH 17, 18, 19

SPEAKER

His boarding attempt ended in failure when his
canoe capsized. The sub had just completed a
record -breaking underwater voyage which lasted
66 days and 22 hours.

PACIFIST PROTESTProtesting arrival at Dunoon, Scotland, of U.S. Polaris submarine Patrick
Henry, pacifist Laurens Otter paddles toward
craft as police launch moves to intercept him.

$20,000

/144 1961

INCLUDES

Westinghouse EaRtic

VACATION HOME

THUNDERBIRD HARDTOP

/144 $15,000 CASH

TRI-C
CHRISTIAN COLLEGIATE ORGANIZATION
Third and San Antonio
Tri-C is a student oriented program presented each week
for your benefit.
Programs consist of panel & group discussions, and speakers
gre;ence and participation is welcomed.
Tr -Club 5:45 p.m.
5..nday March 12th Seminar 9:45 a.m.
-^

CLASSIFIEDS
Classified Rates:
25c a line first insertion
20c a line succeeding insertion
2 line minimum

Wonted
One girl to share aportnewei with sh,e
,thers. CV 24494, 408 So. 5th apt. I.

To Place an Ad:
Call at Student Affairs Office
Room Ifs, Tower Hall
or Send in Handy Order Blank
with Check or Money Order,
No phone orders

Hashers wasted. Dinners only, Inquire
br’,. Upsilon, 155 So. 11th sf,
Wanted old coins, I pay cash for old
U
c,ns. Call Tony, CV 24018.
To rent a Polaroid camera March 11-12,
W II pay $5. Coll CL I5354.

N. college. I bch-m. $83. 2 bdrm. $90
Spaoan Manor, CV 2-1327 On* men to share 2 bedrm. mod. apt.
&32.50. 495 E. Williarn St 7 CV 7.6940.
Fury. apts. available now: Studios to
Prsenal
oiy and
bdroom apts fo
en a close to 5..15. COM.
invitations, $12.50, plus
Wedding
100
RoMal 485 So, 9th Or call
I in gold free. A real offer. AL 2-9191.
lJ

o net Classr,

i ..y’i’r42

rre.

Clean rooms. home Translations and Tutoring in French and
Garman. Call CV 2.8258 between
2.8580.
5.6 p.m.
ups.
phone CV 4Mkeellormosts

ap

’ 3 0. 4 persons. 52 TD
4.3024.
pro’, &10 -

Furn

me

needs body wori. $500. EL
Lest mod found

rot-

Fare 3 o,c1rm h

wallet 3/3/61. If Found, call Mavis.
-nr, tore Water & 11461
n.n
e Apr. Ist Cy 3.7839, No questions asked.
W
6 619 1 or CV 5 Lost hey chain with seven keys, and a
10:2
key bob with sign of Zodiac, Saggit
Fire nrc male of,dort $27 50, 666 So. anus Call CV 7-5308.
Cai,Cr’ 4.39 64.
For Selo
160 S. 9th 525-$27.3-6
Rooms
22.7
garage Scooter, only 1600 miles, fully equipped,
ROM Studio apt. $70.
60, O. CO 55847.
-6
$270, Call ES 7.8245.
$35 mo. rm. f-, 630/m, or hi. offer.
13 Marc. heitep auto trans, r&h, clean,
Cr 24990 0P.1 p.m.
running shape, $250. CL 8-6804Vacancy, Mary ’7...p...one Co-op, 146 So. good
45 mo., 19 meals per wk. apply 1819 Allstate Veins, $250, CL 14751,

,

Raleigh 3 speed bike, 41 All Hen ninger, CV 4.6019.

Transportation
.anted f-im
LU Ih- I

Hayward

area.

Typing Term papers, reports cal
Roy, e Hall Barb Mitchell CO 4.2910.

I
ci

IT
THUNDERBIRD
HARDTOP
-to take you to and
Iron, your new vacs.
lion home in high
style! This is the
most exciting pres
tige car ever to be
introduced In
America. Unmistakably new, unmistakably Thunderbird ..
in luxury and spar.
)(ling performance
it stands alone in
the fine.cor field.

ev a
’;* 4.1110-4111elett.,WrellIW
.11 ---"L-. egiel / ,M11/1
4401.41,,, eat.

$20,000 WESTING.
HOUSE VACATION
HOME -with builtin
Westinghouse
kitchen, Space.
mates. laundry
equipment and
clean, comfortable
baseboard electric
heating for carefree
vacation living.
This beautiful Total
Electric Home built
on your land. Use
$15,000 prize for lot
if you wish.
...milarabt%V
_

2nd prize

7JI,

20 3rd PRIZES
’61 FALCONS
’Twenty winners will
soon take the keys
to a ’61 Falcon
Tudor Sedan -the
compact that does
things you expect a
compact to do Up
to 30 miles on a
gallon, .11.000.miie
Oil changes. Room
tor six!

A BUNDLE
OF MONEY!

90,000

IN COLD

CASH!

1,000 4th PRIZES
ARGUS C:1171IL
Making your ow,
movies is easy with
this famous Argus
Match-Matic m3
turret model camera. No calculating
or guesswork...the
Match. Natio exposure meter does it
for you. A $79.95
value

L&M SWEEPSTAKES RULES
1. On an Official entry blank, the back of an EgM wrapper,
or plain sheet of paper, print your name and address and
write down the following statement, filling in the correct
missing word, "LAM has found the secret that
the flavor in a filter Cigarette." Mall to LEM Sweepstakes,
Sox 383, New York 46, New York.
S. Entries most be postmarked no later than midnight,
March 30, 1961, and received by April 7, 1961 Send In as
many entries a, you wish Each entry must be milled sep
irately All entoe, become the property of Liggett & Myers
Tobacco Company and none will be returned.
S. Prize winners will be selected In random drawings on or
about April 21. 1961 Drawings will ta conducted by D L.
Blair Corp., an independent judging organization its decision,
with respect to all phases of the Sweepstakes, will be final.
Winners will be notified by mail approximately 30 days after
final drawings
4. First prize does not include lot or landscaping for house

START

. t to take cash equivalent of Muse
must be made within 60 days nt
170 000
notification. If winner chooses hOuse a good tot Must he
provided within one year No other cash equivalent prizes
Any tax or liability on any prizes will be the sole responsibility of prize winner.
Entries limited to residents 18 years of age, and older
of the United States and Puerto Rico Employees and the
families of D. Blair Corp Liggett A Myers Tobacco Corn
Pane and its adyetzsing agencies are not eligible EMI..
from Wisconsin. Florida and Virginia must be en official am,
blank or piain sheet of paper only this offer is void In Jr.
locality or state where a sweepstakes is contrary to law
Federal, State and local government regulations Wry.
For a list of prize winners, send separate self-addresset
tle envelope to 1.11M Winners List, P0 Boo 1818, G p
New York I. N T Do not send this request with Sweep
stakes entry blank.

I.

ATTENTION
STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS!
think what the vacation home
could mean to your group’ Or the
$20.000 cash equivalent. Get all
Your members to grit,’ th,
LAM Sweepstakes now’

Just

’OFFICIAL ENTRY BLANK’
"
in the correct word on the dotted line beloM.
You’ve heard it many times in the LAM jingle.
fill

EMhas found the secret that
the

Pla’6@1-11

Flavor that lets your taste come alivefriendly
flavor that never dries out your taste!
Entries must be postmarked on or before March
30, 1961, and received by April 7, 1961. Be
sure to include your name and address below.
Send to: ULM Sweepstakes, Box 383, New York
46, New York.
NAMF

(1.1111 PRIMI

C.

NI ,)

ADDRESS
CITY
ZONE_STAT
Additional entry blanks available where LIM’s are sold
1961 Liggett 11 Myers Tobacco Co.
Imit Na
,

SMOKING Ill’s TODAY

liMwrappers can be used as extra entry blanks (..I:no)

